I thought math was just a subject they implanted I thought math was just a subject they implanted on us just because they felt like it, but now I on us just because they felt like it, but now I realize that you could use math to defend your realize that you could use math to defend your rights and realize the injustices around you rights and realize the injustices around you… … Now I think math is truly necessary and, I have Now I think math is truly necessary and, I have to admit it, to admit it, kinda kinda cool. It cool. It' 's sort of like a pass s sort of like a pass you could use to try to make the world a better you could use to try to make the world a better place. place.
- • • Percentages Percentages: A : A ratio ratio where the second quantity is scaled to where the second quantity is scaled to 100 gives a percentage. The ratio of students to computers is 100 gives a percentage. The ratio of students to computers is 150 to 100, meaning that the number of students is 150% that of 150 to 100, meaning that the number of students is 150% that of the number of computers. Distinguishing between part the number of computers. Distinguishing between part--to to--part, part, ratio of boys to girls is 2:3, and part ratio of boys to girls is 2:3, and part--to to--whole, ratio of boys to whole, ratio of boys to students is 2:5. students is 2:5.
• • • Linear models Linear models: The : The ratio ratio of rise to run is the constant called of rise to run is the constant called the slope, and can be interpreted as a rate giving total change. the slope, and can be interpreted as a rate giving total change.
• • Exponential models
Exponential models: The : The ratio ratio of one output to the previous of one output to the previous output is the constant % change. output is the constant % change.
• • Handling data
Handling data: Representing quantitative information : Representing quantitative information visually with charts and graphs, numerically with tables, and visually with charts and graphs, numerically with tables, and analytically with equations; and interpreting such mathematical analytically with equations; and interpreting such mathematical models and drawing inferences from them. Analyzing data with models and drawing inferences from them. Analyzing data with statistics. statistics.
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